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REPORT OF COMMITTEE P ON PENSIONS
AND INSURANCE
In March, 1916, President Pritchett of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching submitted to
the teachers and the presidents of educational institutions
associated with the Foundation a report entitled " Comprehensive Plan of Insurance and Annuities for College Teachers." Teachers in associated institutions were invited to
submit suggestions and criticisms with respect to the proposed plan, and the report itself asked the cooperation of
in the associated institutions in
every teacher and president
" whether the fundamental
the
prinquestion
determining
ciples set forth in the report are those upon which sound pension administration and legislation must rest." This invitation, as well as the fact that the report proposes radical
changes in the relationship existing between the Foundation
on the one hand and the associated institutions on the other,
vitally affecting all university teachers in the United States,
led to the appointment of this Committee on Pensions and
Insurance to investigate and report upon the proposals contained in President Pritchett's report.
Without attempting to state in detail the comprehensive
plan of insurance and annuities for college teachers, it may
be said briefly that in substance the plan proposes:
(a) The abandonmentof the plan adopted by the Foundation ten years ago of providing for teachers in accepted institutions a retiring allowance to be paid during life, following the age of retirement, which is now fixed by the rules of
the Foundation at a minimum of 65 years. The suggestion
is made that since the adoption of the existing plan has
created to some extent the just expectation of a retiring allowance on the part of teachers in accepted institutions,
this expectation will be fully met in the case of all teachers in
accepted institutions who are over 45 years of age, but that
teachers under that age may profitably transfer to the proposed plan of insurance and annuities; and there is an inti-
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mation that this transfer may be made by action of the
Foundation, without the prior assent of the individuals
affected.
(b) The substitution for the existing plan of the proposed
comprehensiveplan for insurance of college teachers, which
in substance is a plan for insurancefor college teachers until
age 65, combined with the payment of annuities to teachers
after age 65, or to their widows in the event of their death
after reachingthat age.
(c) The establishment of a plan for the payment of disability allowances, definedas follows: "In case of a teacher
holding a contract for insurance and annuity, whose health
completely fails after a service of 15 years as professor,or
20 years as professor and instructor, the Foundation would
at its own cost continue to pay during the period of his
disability the premiumson his life insurance policy and also
a minimum pension of $1200 a year."
It is proposedthat the cost of insurance and annuities be
borne one-halfby the teachersthemselves and one-halfby the
educationalinstitutions to which the teacher is attached, and
that the benefits of the plan be extended generallyto teachers
in institutions of higher learning in the United States and
Canada.
The contribution of the Carnegie Foundation to the proposed plan is the cost of administrationof the plan, provided
the surplusfrom insuranceand annuity funds is proved insufficient for that purpose, and the guarantee of an interest
return upon all invested insuranceand annuity reserve funds
of 4| per cent per annum; and it is suggested that the Foundation may bear the cost of the disability allowanceas above
suggested.
I.
It will be observed that the essential element in the proposed change of plan is the transferof the financial burdenof
making provision for members of the teaching profession,
whether by pension or otherwise, from the Foundation to
the teachers themselves and to the institutions with which
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they are associated, and that so far as the Foundation itself
makes any contributionto the proposedcomprehensiveplan,
that contribution is to be spread out over so large an area
as to make the benefits which it offers to any individual so
slight as to be almost negligible.
President Pritchett's report makes it plain that the Carnegie Foundation has not sufficientfinancialresourcesto enable
it to carry indefinitely the burden of the system which it
has established. Under ordinary conditions,this might be
deemed a sufficient reason for abandoning the existing plan
and make it unnecessary to discuss the other reasons suggested in the report for proposing such action. It appears
from the report, however, that the CarnegieCorporationan
institution quite distant from the Carnegie Foundation has
abundant funds which may be used for maintaining the existing system, although it is not bound to make such use of
them. Since, therefore, abandonment of the plan may not
be a financial necessity, and as the other reasons urged for
its abandonment raise questions which are fundamental in
the considerationof any plan for the financial benefit of the
teaching profession other than by direct payment of salary,
it is desirable that we should comment upon them very
briefly.
On page 54 of President Pritchett's reporthe states in summary form his reason for believing that the existing pension
system should be abandoned,as follows: "The fundamental
defect in the existing pension system lies in the assumption that free pensions for college teachers would be permanently justified. In the light of ten years of experience
and in the light of the experience of European pension systems, this assumption seems to rest upon a defective social
philosophy. No permanent advantage will accrue to any
calling or any profession by lifting from the shoulders of its
members a load which under moral and economic laws they
ought to bear."
It is to be noted that in reachingthis conclusion emphasis
is placed on the argumentthat it is the "free" pension which
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is based on a defective social philosophy, for elsewherein his
report (page 12) President Pritchett reaches the conclusion
that a pensionsystem for the benefit of teachersis " demanded
from the stand point of a just and humane social philosophy." He enumeratesthe reasons which may be urged for
the establishment of a pension system for teachers as follows
(pages 12, 13, 14):
1. The altruistic characterof the teachers7profession.
2. The poverty of the teaching profession.
3. That a pension system is the only humane and feasible
method by which aged and wornout teachers may be removed from the service.
4. The fact that college and university teachers as a class
are separated from the usual commercialavenues of investment.
5. That college teachers constitute a group of employes in
the economicsense, and that it is practicableto unite them for
commonprotection.
6. That the maintenance of a pension system for college
teachershas some effect in bringingable men into that calling.
While President Pritchett repudiates the first two of these
reasons as offering any basis for a pension system, he accepts
the others as justifying and requiring "the establishment
and maintenance of a pension system for college teachers"
(page 15).
While some of these reasons have at various times been
advancedas a justificationfor the establishmentof a pension
system for college teachers, it may fairly be said that they do
not singly or collectively state the reasons which were given,
either by Mr. Carnegie or President Pritchett, upon the establishment of the Carnegie Foundation system of pensions
ten years ago. The reason then urged for the establishment
of the pension system was that by its establishmentthe cause
of education would be aided by adding in substance to the
remunerationof teachers in the form of a retiring allowance.
And this allowance was established on the theory that, since
it was in effect one form of remuneration,it was giving to the
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teacher something that he was entitled to receive, thus
adding to the dignity and security of the teaching profession
and contributingto the cause of education.
Mr. Carnegie in his letter of April 16, 1905, in which he
announcedto the first Board of Trustees of the Foundation
the purpose of his generous gift, opens with the sentence "I
have reached the conclusion that the least rewarded of all
the professions is that of the teacher in our higher educational institutions." President Pritchett in his First Report
said (page 1) "It had for a long time prior to the establishment of this Foundation been evident that the time was
approachingwhen, for the sake of education no less than of
the teacher, the remunerationof the teacher's calling must
be increased,"and on page 2, "This gift to higher education
was received with general approval. It was universally
admitted that no wiser attempt could have been made to aid
education than one that sought to deal in a wise and generous way with the question of the teacher's financialbetterment." And on page 31,- referring to European experience it is said- "And inasmuchas the salariesof the teachers
cannot be made equal to those of outside professions,this
rewardhas come, in the main, by the establishment of a system of pensions to be paid to the professorsthemselves, to
their widows and their orphans. In other words, the first
and the largest ground for the establishment of systems of
in the wish to
retiring pensions for teachers has been found
" On
teacher.
of
the
the
page 37, it is
profession
strengthen
in
finds
the
teacher
real
the
that
true
said "It is
joy of teachof
true
is
the highest
ing his chief reward. The same thing
class of men in any profession;but it is also true that as the
rewards and the honors of a profession increase,it will becomemoreattractive to men of ability, strengthand initiative.
In other words, the chief value of the establishment of a system of retiring allowances to the teacher in the higher institutions consists in the lifting of this uncertainty regarding
old age or disability, in the consequentlightening of the load
of anxiety, and in the increasing attractiveness of the pro-
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fessor's life to an ambitious and enlightened man. All this
tends to social dignity and stability.77 And in answer to the
to
question "How this fund may be so used as ...
of
President
the
interests
education?77
strengthen
general
Pritchett says (page 37) "With regard to the second question, it is evident to the trustees that, to better the profession
of the teacher and to attract into it increasing numbers of
strong men, it is necessarythat the retiring allowanceshould
It is
come as a matter of right, not as a charity. ...
essential in the opinion of the trustees that the fund shall be
so administered as to appeal to the professorsin American
and Canadiancollegesfromthe standpoint of a right, not from
that of charity, to the end that the teacher shall receive his
retiring allowance on exactly the same basis as that upon
which he receives his active salary, as a part of his academic
compensation.
"It is upon these two fundamentalprinciplesthat the trustees and the Executive Committee have sought to build; and
their whole effort has had for its aim the establishment in
America, using that term in its widest sense, of the principle
of the retiring allowance in institutions of higher learning,
upon such a basis that it may come to the professoras a right,
not a charity.77
In the Second Annual Report of the Foundation,in a chapter entitled "The Carnegie Foundation, Not a Charity but
an Educational Agency,77it is stated (page 64) "that the
retiring allowance must come as a right not as a charity; a
thing earned in the regular course of service, not a charity.'7
It would be easy to multiply quotations from the annual
reports of the CarnegieFoundation to show that the original
conception of the pension plan adopted by the Foundation
took very little account of the reasons which President
Pritchett7s report now states justify and require the establishment of a pension system- see "ComprehensivePlan of
Insurance and Annuities77 (page 15). Its principal aim
clearly and repeatedly enunciated, was to promote the cause
of education by increasing the security, the dignity and the
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economic attractiveness of the scholar's calling, through the
addition of certain forms of deferredsalary to the teacher's
eventual compensation. And this, so far as known to the
teaching profession,has continued to be its aim until the
"
publication of the ComprehensivePlan for Insurance and
Annuities for College Teachers."
The plan for retiring allowances thus conceived was put
into operation. The teachers in accepted institutions and
the educationalworld in generalhave accepted it in the spirit
in which it was created. The Carnegiepension has not been
regardedas a charity, the recipient of it has had no thought
that he was receiving something for which he had given nothing. He has felt no embarrassment in receiving it, even
though he might possess independent means.
It has remained for President Pritchett in 1916 to inform
the recipients of the Carnegie pension that the pension is a
"very graciousand noble charity" (page 54) and on page 56
of his report he states that the payment of a pension under
such circumstancesis an " embarrassinguse of trust funds."
This can be the case only when the original purposes of the
pensionsystem establishedby the Foundation are completely
lost sight of.
If the Carnegie pension is a form of compensation, as it
was intended to be at the time of its establishment,and as we
believe President Pritchett establishes that it is or tends to
become in his discussion of the topic "Are pensions wages"
(page 34 of the report),then the only substantial social or
economic question requiring to be answered in determining
the desirability of the existing pension system is whether the
American college teacher in receiving a Carnegie pension is
receiving excessive compensation.
This was emphatically answered in the negative by the
founder and by all those who were associated in the work of
establishing the existing system, and we do not believe that
the question is one which now merits serious debate or would
receive any different answer if its consideration were dissociated from the immediate financial problem of the Foundation.
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The fact that this compensationin the form of a pension is
not received directly from the educational institution to
which the teacher is attached does not appear to us to alter
the case. The compensationof the teacher, whether paid by
his college or university or by the Carnegie Foundation, has
its ultimate source in benevolence, at least in the case of all
institutions which do not receive state aid. A pension contributed to by the university whose only source of funds is
private benevolence is a "free" pension to the same- but no
greater- extent as if the contribution were made by the
Carnegie Foundation or any other benevolent institution.
The proposed change of plan, therefore, in so far as it shifts
the burden of providing a pension allowance or annuity to
the colleges or universities,does not appear to us to be based
upon an essentially different social philosophy from that on
which the existing system of Carnegiepensions is now based,
and, in so far as it transfers the burden to the individual
instructors,it appears to us to be in effect a reduction of the
compensation to which they have heretofore justly regarded themselves as entitled, in the form of a pension aasa
"
right, not a charity.
We believe that the original conception of the pension system adopted by the Carnegie Foundation, as an aid to education through the increase of compensation to the teacher,
was based upon sound social and economic principles. It
would not have been essentially differentin principlehad the
Carnegie Foundation made additions to the permanent endowment of the several accepted institutions for the purpose
of increasing salaries, except that by effecting the increase
through the mediumof the pension it relieved its beneficiaries
from the burden of investing the salary increase, a burden
which as a class they are relatively unfitted to bear. Nor do
we find in President Pritchett's report any convincing evidence that the existing pension system is based on a defective
social philosophy, or that if continued it will not realize its
purpose, or that it ought to be abandoned for any reason
except inability to provideadequatefunds for its maintenance.
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If financial exigencies necessitate a modificationof the existing plan so as to require cooperation and voluntary contribution to it by teachers, in orderto ensure the continuance
of its benefits, then we are of the opinion that the contribution by the Foundation should be so substantial that such
benefits would not lose their present characteras a means for
improvingthe status of the professionby sensibly increasing
the rewards that it offers; and that, so far as possible, the
original aim and purpose of the Foundation should be adhered to.
II.
A suggestion made in President Pritchett's report which
immediately concerns all of the teachers in accepted institutions is the proposalthat teachersunder45 years of age should
not be included in the benefits of the existing pension system.
That the trustees of the Foundation clearly recognizethat the
Foundation is under moral obligation to the teachers in accepted institutions appearsfrom their resolutionof November
17, 1915, "That whatever plan is finally adopted will be devised with scrupulous regard to the privileges and expectations which have been created under existing rules" (page
VIII). It becomes important at the outset, therefore, to
inquire whether the proposed curtailing of those privileges
and expectations is necessitated by financial inability to
meet them, and if not, whether there is any moral justification for the discrimination against teachers in accepted
institutions under 45 years of age. We were encouragedto
believe that such necessity did not exist by the statement
(page 81), "Mr. Carnegie has placed behind the institution
he has founded[The CarnegieFoundation]a great corporation
[The*Carnegie Corporation]with an income far beyond the
load which would be imposed by the present pension
"
system.
In order, however, that a clear understanding might be
reached on this point this committee, through its chairman,
made inquiry of President Pritchett whether such necessity
did in fact exist. To this inquiry President Pritchett has re-
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plied, suggesting a gradual increase in the age of retirement
from 65 to 68, and saying, " With this change in the rulesthe
trustees may then fairly ask the CarnegieCorporationfor its
support in inauguratingthe new system, and in maintaining
the old one for all teachers now in the associated colleges,
leaving to every teacher the option as to whether he would
remain in the old system or enter the new." (Copies of the
correspondencewith President Pritchett are printed in an
appendix.) While this does not answer definitely the inquiry whether there is financial necessity for excluding any
teacher in an accepted institution, whatever his period of
service, from the benefits of the existing system, we interpret
President Pritchett's answer as an assurance that there are
sufficient funds available, throughthe aid which the Carnegie
Corporationmay extend to the CarnegieFoundation,to meet
the expectations of all teachers in accepted institutions, regardless of age, if such expectations are deemed to rest on a
moralobligation of the CarnegieFoundation. If it should be
found that the financial resourcesof the Foundation and the
funds which may be availed of by it are insufficientfor this
purpose,then, of the varioussuggestionswhichhave been made
for reducing the benefits of the existing system, we regard a
gradual change in the minimumage of retirementas perhaps
least objectionable.*
That, however, such moral obligation exists is not, in our
opinion, open to serious debate. It is the common observation of every man of experiencein the teaching professionthat
the expectation of a retiring allowanceis an important factor
with many a teacher, not only in the choice of the profession,
but, in many instances, in his choice of the institution in which
he will practice that profession.
There are few men in administrative positions in our colleges and universities who cannot recall cases of young men
* This statement does not
imply an approval of such a step, by the members
of this committee, or the endorsement of any policy looking to an advance in
the minimun age of retirement. Such proposal is not made in the comprehensive plan and is open to serious objections.
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who have given up more lucrative professions to adopt the
calling of the teacher, and have been influenced in doing so,
in part at least, by the expectationthat they would be entitled
to the retiringallowance.
In the first annual report of the Foundation it was stated
(page 37) that one of the principalends to be realized by th
pension system was the attraction of strong men into th
teaching profession. In the report for 1912 (page 86) it was
stated that the pension system "will have its influence in
inducing men to remain permanently in the teaching profes"
sion, and in the presentreport,PresidentPritchett comments
on the fact (page 34 and page 54) that the prospect of a pension is held out as an inducement to teachers to accept positions in associated institutions, and properlyso, we may add,
since, as we have already pointed out, the original conception of the pension system was that it was a form of additional
compensationto the teacher.
Moreover,it is undoubtedlya fact that many teachersunder
45 years of age have already made provision for life insurance of such characterthat it would be impossiblefor them to
transfer to any other system without financial loss; while
others, in expectation of the promised pensions, have failed
to make provision for their old age, and can now make such
provision, if at all, only by serious financial sacrifice. As
President Pritchett points out in his report, "The man of
30 who looks forward over an interval of 35 years" to the
acceptance of a pension "will pay for it in one way or another
before he receives it." If pensions are wages, or if an instructor "at $1500 a year who is offered $1800 to go to another college is induced to remain where he is under the expectation of a pension 30 years later, not realizing that the
difference in salary will pay for the pension several times
over," then teachers in accepted institutions have been paying for their prospective pensions, of which it is now proposed they shall be deprived.
But the question of moral right is not one affectingindividuals alone; it affects the accepted institutions. All of them
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have consciously shaped their policy in relation to employment, compensationand retirement of teachers with definite
referenceto the pension system of the Carnegie Foundation.
A number of them have abandoned or modified established
pension systems of their own, as in the case of Columbia,
Harvardand Yale, in relianceupon the pension system of the
Carnegie Foundation which they have substituted for them.
Others, in response to a definite offer of the Foundation to
place them on its accepted list if they would comply with
certain stipulated conditions,have made changes in their constitutions and in their denominationalrelations. Yet others,
in return for the extension of the benefits of the pension system to them, undertook to provide retiring allowances for
their teachers not eligible to the benefits of the Carnegie
Foundation, and are now under moral,if not legal, obligations
to make provision for the continuance of those benefits.
Thus it seems clear that the CarnegieFoundation is under
moral obligations, not only to individuals, but to the institutions themselves, not to deprive teachers in the accepted institutions of their present expectancy of a pension. There
is no middle groundfor the compromiseof moral obligations.
We are thereforeof the opinionthat the CarnegieFoundation
should not assume any new function until its present obligations both moral and legal are examined with precision, and
provision made explicitly for meeting those obligations, and
we believe that the Foundation is under the strongest moral
obligation to include within the benefits of its existing pension system all teachers in accepted institutions, regardless
of their age, to whom its present regulations were applicable
in the academic year 1915-16.
III.
With reference to the proposed " ComprehensivePlan of
Insurance and Annuities" we would say at the outset that
we considerthat the existing pension system of the Carnegie
Foundation might properlybe supplementedby some system
of mutual insurance,with special provision for disability and
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for teachers who are not of sound qualifications- that is
of sub-standard physical qualifications- and for widows'
allowances, the benefit of which system might well be
extended to instructors in institutions not on the accepted
list of the Foundation. Such a system should be mutual
in character, so conducted that the beneficiariesof the plan
would control its managementand be entitled to participate
in any surplus accumulationof insurancefunds, and it should
offer to all participants a definite contract. The existing
pension system does not offer adequate protection against
the risk of disability and it offers no protection for the risk
of death before the completion of 25 years of service.
We believe that the Foundation could render a highly
useful service to college and university teachers by the use of
its organization in the collection of data and in assisting, in
conjunctionwith representativesof the teachingprofession,in
the organizatonof such a plan of insurance,the cost of which
should be defrayed from premiums paid by the insured.
The members of the teaching profession undoubtedly constitute a group having common aims and experiencesuch as
make entirely feasible and desirable the establishment of
such a plan of insurance. But we find ourselves unable at
this time to approve of the proposed comprehensiveplan of
insurance and annuities, both because it is proposed as a
substitute for a plan which we believe should not be abandoned in principle- because it does not itself contributeto the
advancementof teaching- and also becausewe are not satisfied
that the proposedplan is not open to seriousobjections,which
should be subjected to systematic study and to the scrutiny
of experts before it is finally adopted.
The past experience of the Foundation and its present
financial embarrassment should serve as a warning of the
perils involved in the laying out and putting into operationof
an insuranceplan for the payment of pensions and annuities
extending over an indefinite period into the future and lacking in its statement many of the details on which must
necessarily depend its success or failure. The members of
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this committee have acquired from their recent experiences
lively sense of the concern, not to say mental distress and
financialloss, which may result from the failure or abandonment of such a plan after the great body of teachers have come
to rely upon its protection.
We believe, therefore,that before the adoption of the proposed plan, or any plan whichundertakesthe establishmentof
a schemeof life and disability insurance and the payment of
annuities to college teachers, additional data and detailed
informationshould be available for study and criticism. No
doubt such data have been gathered and considered by the
Foundation, but before an invitation is accepted to participate in a plan involving the ultimate investment of a large
sum of money by members of the teaching profession,and
affecting vitally the future of college and university teachers
throughout the country, we believe that a specific statement
should be preparedand submitted by the Foundation showing its liabilities, accrued and prospective, under the existing plan, whether moral or legal. It will then be possible to
ascertain definitely what financial resources are available,
and therefore whether they are sufficient to ensure the success of the proposed plan of insurance and annuities or of
any other plan which may be adopted involving participation by the CarnegieFoundation.
There should also be preparedand submitted a statement
showing the prospective progressand details of operation of
the proposedplan for insuranceand annuities,as estimated in
advance during a term of years, presumably at least for two
generations. For this purpose the Foundation should prepare and present a scheduleshowing the estimated operations
of the insurance company and the savings or annuity fund.
It should show the number of lives, classified as to age, that
are expected to participate in the plan at the present time,
with the estimated increasein membershipfrom year to year.
It should show the income in the way of premiums, the expected or estimated contributionsof various institutions and
colleges, the interest income, the expected death claims, the
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expense, and the annual amount which must be reserved to
meet the reserve requirements of the New York insurance
law. Such statement when preparedshould be submitted to
a committee or committees of representativeteachers and of
representatives of some recognized organization of actuaries, such as for example the Actuarial Society of America.
Then and only then will it be possible, we believe, to form
an intelligent judgment as to the probable financial success
of the plan and as to the real service which it is capable of
renderingto the teaching profession. In orderthat adequate
opportunity may be had for such study of the problem and
the formation of such judgment, we are of the opinion that a
period of at least one year is necessary, and we respectfully
suggest that formal action with respect to this or any other
plan of insuranceand annuities for college teachers should be
postponed at least one year from the date of the meeting of
the trustees of the Foundation to be held on the 15th of
November, 1916.
It also seems to the committee desirable,and it therefore
requests, that opportunity be given to representativesof the
AmericanAssociation of University Professorsto be present
and to be heard at that meeting of the trustees. And in
view of the importanceof the subject and its far-reachingconsequences to all university teachers in America, we venture
to express the hope that no plan of insuranceor annuities for
universityteacherswill be adoptedby the Foundationwithout
further consultation with the Association.
We believe also that the consideration of this and other
problems affecting the interests of university teachers would
be facilitated and greater cooperation insured if the policy
were adopted of electing university teachers to the Board of
Trustees of the Carnegie Foundation from time to time as
opportunitypresents.
We think that a considerationof the details of the proposed
plan at this time is of minor importance. Nevertheless it is
desirable that we should direct attention to some of the numerous criticisms of it which appear to us to raise questions
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which, so far as can be gathered from President Pritchett's
report have not received adequate consideration. With respect to a number of these the committee expressesno opinion, for it has had neither the time nor the resources
to enable it to make any thorough investigation of them.
But if sufficient opportunity is affordedfor the study of the
details of the proposed plan of insurance and annuities, as
we have already suggested, then we believe these criticisms
should receive careful consideration. Among them may be
mentioned the following:
(a) The proposed plan for insurance and annuities does
not provide with sufficient definiteness for a plan of mutual
participation,whereby the participantsin the plan shallshare
in its management and in the accumulated surplus.
(b) The proposed disability benefit limits the payment of
the benefit to professors who have been in service 15
years or more. In our opinion disability ought to be defined
as disability from carrying on university service for any
time duringthe periodof service,and adequateprovisionmade
to insureagainst disabilityas thus defined. The consequences
of the teacher's disability are usually much more serious during the earlieryears of the period of service than in the later
years.
(c) The difficulties of establishing a plan of insurance
which would be compulsoryfor all participants have not received sufficient consideration. We are of the opinion that
the compulsoryfeature of the plan is open to serious objection, and that it is doubtfulwhetherit can be carriedinto practical operation. Among the objections which may be briefly
enumerated are- that it restricts unduly the freedom of the
individual teacher; that state universities and colleges would
find themselves legally incompetent to contributeto a scheme
for the benefit of teachers, and that an attempt to renderthem
competent to do so through process of legislation would involve the entire vexed question of insurance for state employes ; that the tendency would be to take from the teacher's salary the share contributed by the college toward his
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insurance by deferringincreases of salary; that teachers already carrying commercial insurance would be unwilling to
give up such insurance;or to continue it with the added burden of compulsoryinsurance;and that many of those who have
heretofore not taken commercial insurance would probably
have valid reasonsfor decliningto participate.
(d) The plan does not sufficiently disclose whether participants in it are to be subjected to a medical examination,and,
if such examinations are to be made, it does not make adequate provision for those who are sub-standardrisks. If no
medical examination is to be required,it does not appear
whether there are sufficient data available on which to base
an estimate of the cost of this class of groupinsurancefor long
periods. In the absence of such data the acceptance of such
risks would imperil the success of the plan.
(e) It has been urged by some that a plan for insurance of
teachers could be devised and carried into effect with established insurancecompanies, eliminating agents' commissions,
at a cost not substantially greater than the cost of insurance
under the plan proposed,but with the added benefit of the
experience,stability, and establishedorganizationof the better
commercial insurance companies. Without expressing any
final opinion upon this contention, we may say that it is not
clear from President Pritchett's report what saving in cost of
insurance is effected over the cost of insurance on a similar
plan which might be effected with the commercialcompanies*
Such information as we have been able to gather indicates
that the differencein cost would be very slight, and that by
carrying into effect the proposed plan the Carnegie Foundation would substitute for its former activities a venture into
a field new to it, not free from business hazards,but long and
successfully occupied by others, without any definite expectation of substantial financialadvantage.
(f) The proposed plan does not make clear that there is
any definite separation of the insurance from the annuity
plan, and is in any case too rigid, and does not offersufficient
variety of types of insuranceto be adaptable to the needs of
universityprofessors.
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(g) Adequate considerationhas not been given to the possibility of combining with the proposed savings fund a provision for decreasing term insurance so that as the savings
fund increases the amount of insurance may decrease with
consequent saving of its cost.
(h) No definite provision is made for the payment of
dividends or other disposition of surplus accumulation under
the proposedplan.
(i) Sufficientconsiderationhas not been given to the position of one who withdraws from the teaching professionand
wishes to continue his insuranceupon a properbasis.
(j) No considerationhas apparently been given to the relative age of professorsand their wives and to its effect on the
cost of the annuity.*
(k) No provision is made for enabling those who already
have insurance to avail themselves advantageously of the
benefits of the proposed plan.
The unfortunate financial history of the Foundation, the
suggested change in its fundamentalpurpose under the guise
of a change of rules relating to its administration,the defects
and omissions in the proposed ComprehensivePlan of Insurance and the unconvincing character of the reasons which
are urged for the change, have resulted in a loss of confidence
in the Foundation on the part of Americanuniversity teachers. No man enjoying a wide acquaintancewith members
of the professioncan have any doubt of this fact. If evidence
of it were needed, it may be found in the reports of various
committees of university faculties, appointed to considerthe
ComprehensivePlan of Insuranceand Annuities, such as for
example, the reports of Cornell, Harvard, Princeton, Stanford University, the University of Wisconsin,and Johns Hopkins University. Such lack of confidencemust inevitably impair the usefulness of the Foundation, and makeit difficult,if
not impossible, to solve satisfactorily the problemswhich are
* This objection has apparently been met in the non-confidential copy of
President Pritchett's report which, however, was not in the hands of the
committee at the time of preparing this report.
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pressingfor solution. We deem it of the highest importance
that every effort should be made on the part of those interested in the promotion of the purposes of the Foundation to
repairthat loss. For the full realizationof this end fourthings
seem to us chiefly requisite. The first is the publication by
the Foundation of a definite assurancethat it will completely
fulfill any expectations held out to teachers in the associated
institutions by the present rules. The second is a strict
adherence to the fundamental principles and purposes indicated by Mr. Carnegie in his letter of gift and repeatedly
enunciatedin the early public declarationsof the Foundation,
on the basis of which the existing system was established.
The third is the encouragementof a more active and direct
participation of the teaching profession in the management
of the Foundationand in the considerationof questionswhich
gravely affect the future of the professionand of the American universities and colleges. Finally it seems to us essential, if the Foundation is to enjoy the confidence of the academic profession and attain its highest usefulness,that it
should be recognized that for it, even more than for other
institutions, definiteness and steadiness of purpose and
stability of policy are indispensable. It is our earnest hope
that the future work of the Foundation with its potency for
notable service to American education may be firmly based
upon these principles.
The Committee:
Thomas S. Adams, Yale University.
Francis H. Bohlen, University of Pennsylvania.
Walter W. Cook, Yale University.
F. S. Deibler, NorthwesternUniversity.
Frank H. Dixon, Dartmouth College.
Thomas C. Esty, Amherst College.
W. F. Gephart, WashingtonUniversity.
John H. Gray, University of Minnesota.
Henry B. Gardner, Brown University.
M. W. Haskell, University of California.
Otto Heller, WashingtonUniversity.
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Jacob H. Hollander, Johns Hopkins University.
S. S. Huebner, University of Pennsylvania.
Joseph Jastrow, University of Wisconsin.
E. W. Kemmerer, Princeton University.
Alfred C. Lane, Tufts College.
Arthur 0. Lovejoy, Johns Hopkins University.
H. A. Millis, University of Chicago.
Carl C. Plehn, University of California.
H. L. Rietz, University of Illinois.
Ashley H. Thorndike, Columbia University.
Henry S. White, Vassar College.
W. F. Willcox, Cornell University.
Harlan F. Stone, Chairman,ColumbiaUniversity.
Appendix
President Henry S. Pritchett,
CarnegieFoundation,
276 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.

August 26, 1916.

My dear President Pritchett:

There will be a meeting of the Committee of the American
Association of University Professors on Pensions and Insurance in New York City some time in Septemberat which
time I hope to have in hand the material necessary for a
thorough consideration and discussion of the report of the
Foundation on the subject of pensionsand insurance.
The passage in the report which has apparently caused
most concern and discussion consists of the three sentences
at the top of page XVIII (in the non-confidentialissue).
This has generally been construed as meaning that the administrationof the Foundation is seriously consideringa plan
whereby
(a) Teachers under a certain age- the age of 45 being
tentatively suggested- who are by the existing rules entitled
to receive eventual retiring allowances, will fail to receive
such allowances as the present rules specify; and whereby,
also,
(b) Such teachers,unless they and their institutions qualify
under the proposednew plan of contributorypensions,will be
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deprived of any benefits whatever from the pension system of
the Foundation.
It is, of course, important that our committee, before preparing its report, be sure whether this interpretation of the
sentences mentioned is the correct one. I shall therefore be
greatly obliged if you will inform me whether any plan which
would thus nullify certain of the expectations naturally
created by the present rules, is underconsideration.
If such is the case, it wouldthen seem importantfor ourcommittee, and the profession at large, to know whether the
Foundation's consideration of the step above referred to is
due to a belief that the funds held and obtainable by the
Foundation will prove insufficientfor the payment of all the
eventual claims of persons now having legitimate expectations of pensions,in now acceptedinstitutions; or whetherthe
contemplation of this step is due wholly to a change of view
respecting the general social expediency of non-contributory
pension systems. I recognize, of course, that both reasons
may, in fact, have had weight. The opinionof our committee,
deal upon whetherhowever, may possibly depend a good
a
nullification
of certain
all
considerations
from
other
apart
of the existing expectationsappearsto you to be unavoidable,
upon purely financial grounds. I understand that, in any
case, you regardit as financiallyimpossiblethat the Foundation shouldcontinueto take on furtherobligationson the same
scale in the future as in the past. My present inquiry does
not referto this point, but to the existence of a fiscal necessity
for a modification of the rules which would affect teachers
alreadyin the faculties of the associatedinstitutions.
If such necessity exists, it would, I think, interest our committee to know whether the administrationof the Foundation
has consideredwhether or not a general pro rata reduction of
the scale of pensions might be more equitable and expedient
than the complete exclusion of a certain class of teachers now
in accepted institutions, by the imposition of an age limit,which would necessarilybe determinedsomewhat arbitrarily.
I ought, perhaps, to add that any information which you
may be so good as to send me, in reply to these inquiries,will
be regardedas intended for communicationto the committee
as a whole, and, through the committee, to the members of
the Association.
Yours very truly,
Harlan F. Stone.
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Junipero Plaza, Santa Barbara, Cal.,
September6, 1916.
My dearDean Stone:
I am very glad to answer your inquiry of August 26 as
fully as possible. My answer,however, carriesno more than
my own judgment. The trustees of the Foundationhave not
taken any action with respect to my report. It is their intention to make use of all opinions, such as for example that
which will come from your committee. I can, however, give
you my own judgment, and indicate the kind of recommendation I shall make.
We have now received from the teachers of the associated
colleges a full expression of their opinion as to the relative
desirability of the two plans. With few exceptions these
teachers approvethe followinggeneralprinciples:
I. A pension system should be a part of a comprehensive
relief system. Many teachers considerthe insurance benefit
of greaterimportanceto the teacherthan the pensionbenefit.
II. The teacherspreferto pay their full share of the cost of
any pensionor reliefsystem.
III. The contributory plan, with annual reserve set aside
year by year, is recognized as permanent and financially
sound.
IV. The reasonable expectations of teachers in the associated colleges should be regardedas a first obligation upon
the resourcesof the Foundation.
Almost universally the teachers in the associated colleges
raise the inquiry whether the present pensions will be discontinued at a definite date in the future, and if so, at what
age. This is the argumentumad hominemwhich is in every
man's mind, and however teachers approve the general
principlesof the proposedpensionplan for future generations,
they prefer,almost without exception, to have their own pensions paid by the Carnegie Foundation, although it is to be
said that these expressionscome mainly from men well along
in years. Outside the personal question involved, these men
very naturally dislike the notion of a sharp line of division
between teachersin these colleges. Thereis an evident feeling
among the older men that they do not wish to be put in the
position of security while their youngercolleaguesare omitted.
This is precisely the question raised by your letter, and I
now proceed to answer your inquiry so far as it can be answeredby me as presidentof the Foundation.
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In recommendingto the trustees the system which I last
year presented I have approachedthe question entirely from
the standpoint of what sort of relief system for teachers is
needed,what is socialy just and what is financiallysound and
enduring? I have left out of view the financialfuture of the
Carnegiepensions altogether,for the reason that if the Carnegie Corporationdeems it wise to carry on the present pension
system indefinitely,the Corporationhas the means to enable
this to be done. I have conceivedit to be my duty to approach
the question from the standpoint of what is wise and feasible
and permanentin pension systems. The determinationhow
long the present pension system shall be continued is however a part of the whole question, and it is a part which involves most directlypersonalconsiderationsand interests.
As to how this shall be decided various opinions are expressedin the letters of the teachers sent to the Foundation.
An extreme view is that the Foundation is morally obligated
to offer a retiring allowance upon the present basis to every
teacher in the associated institutions. It is held that the
youngest instructor, who last year entered any of these
colleges, has a moral (if not a legal) claim to a pension a
generationhence.
It is interesting to rememberthat ten years ago when the
Foundation announced its pension plan, and reserved in
specificterms the power to change these rules in the future in
such manner as experiencemight show to be in the interest
of the great body of teachers, some of these teachers sharply
criticised the Foundation on the ground that it committed
itself to nothing. A few teachers in universities which had
already established pension systems were particularlystrong
in their protests because, as they held, the college systems
which were displaced were of contractual nature, while the
Carnegiepensions carriedno guarantee.
It seems clear that the present system must not be terminated in a manner to bring hardship or inconvenience upon
teacherswhose plans for the future have been shaped to meet
the benefits contemplated under the rules. It is, I think,
equally clear that the claim that a young instructor just entered one of these colleges has a vested right in a pension 35
years hence is groundless. Such a claim would not be approvedif submittedto a fair and unprejudicedtribunal.
My view is, however, that it is not wise or desirableto go
into any detailed examination of what may be the exact
measure of obligation which the Foundation has assumed as
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to the expectations of these teachers. It is better to carryout a more than generous provision if it is possible to do so,
rather than have any feeling of disappointment such as
might be created by dividing the teachers of the associated
colleges by an arbitrarilydrawnline.
I have been led to the following conclusion as a just and
fair settlement, in large measureby the suggestions of teachers themselves. I am also influenced,as must be the trustees
of the CarnegieFoundation,by the fact that any plan for the
long future involves the cooperationof the CarnegieCorporation. These trustees must considertheir obligation to other
causes, and to other institutions founded by Mr. Carnegie.
It is therefore incumbent on the trustees of the Foundation in making their recommendation,to rememberthe obligations of the Corporationas well as their own obligations
to teachersin the associatedcolleges.
In the letters sent to the Foundation relative to the two
plans, there is a very generalagreementthat 65, the minimum
age of retirement, is set too low. Army officersonly retire
at 64, and a teacher at 65, if in good health, ought to be at
the maximum of his powers. Suggestions are made to raise
this limit to as high as 70, to my thinking entirely too high a
limit. There would, however, be general agreementthat 68
is a fitting compromise,retaining of course the present arrangementwhich enables a teacher to retire five years earlier
with the cooperationof his college. In orderto make as little
inconvenienceas possible, 66 might serve as the retiringlimit
for a given period,67 for a similarperiodand 68 thereafter.
With this change in the rules the trustees may then fairly
ask the CarnegieCorporationfor its support in inaugurating
the new system, and in maintaining the old one for all
teachers now in the associated colleges, leaving to every
teacher the option as to whether he would remain in the old
system or enter the new.
In consideringthis question I have tried to remembernot
only the teachers of the associated colleges and the responsibilities of the CarnegieFoundation and the CarnegieCorporation, but also to bear in mind the interests of the 25,000
college teachers outside the associated colleges. To them as
yet we have no formal or legal obligation. But neither the
trustees of the Foundation nor the American Association of
University Professorswill desireto leave their interests out of
view. The situation is one calling for fair, unselfishand generousthinkingfromall those who deal with it.
I am very sincerelyyours,
Henry S. Pritchett.
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